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In this essential collection of Andrei Platonov's plays, the noted Platonov translator Robert
Chandler edits and introduces The Hurdy-Gurdy (translated by Susan Larsen), Fourteen Little
Red Huts (translated by Chandler), and Grandmother's Little Hut (translated by Jesse Irwin).
Written in 1930 and 1933, respectively, The Hurdy-Gurdy and Fourteen Little Red Huts
constitute an impassioned and penetrating response to Stalin's assault on the Soviet
peasantry. They reflect the political urgency of Bertolt Brecht and anticipate the tragic farce of
Samuel Beckett but play out through dialogue and characterization that is unmistakably
Russian. This volume also includes Grandmother's Little Hut, an unfinished play that
represents Platonov's later, gentler work.

Part horror story, part ideological stand-up comedy, Platonov's plays depict an absurd,
nightmarish world in which hope and cynicism are inextricable. Their publication in this
appropriately clever and meticulously annotated translation serves as an important contribution
to our understanding of one of the twentieth century's most tragic chapters. Platonov, whose
complex prose has already established him as Russia's closest equivalent to Faulkner, here
emerges as a dramatist who can easily enter into conversation with Beckett. -- Eric Naiman,
author of Nabokov, PerverselyAbsurd, grotesque and seemingly surreal, the topsy-turvy world
of Platonov's plays captures the disturbing reality of Stalin's Russia in the 1930's with
precision, irreverence and verbal virtuosity! The stunning translation offers a unique
opportunity for English-speaking readers and audiences to encounter one of the most
uncompromising and visionary Russian writers of the last century. -- Irina Brown, Opera and
Theatre DirectorThis collection of three plays by Andrei Platonov brings still more of his
remarkable output to the attention of an English-language readership. Marginalized by Soviet
literary officialdom, Platonov was an instinctive modernist who produced a series of prose
works that are by turns hauntingly disturbing and beautiful. So too in the handful of works he
wrote for the stage: in response to the grotesque Stalinist reality around him, his deformative
instincts produced plays that anticipate Kharms, Becket, and Ionesco. These translations by
Robert Chandler, Jesse Irwin, and Susan Larsen deftly render them in idiomatic English. --
Thomas Seifrid, author of A Companion to Andrei Platonov's The Foundation PitI squint back
on our century and I see six writers I think it will be remembered for. They are Marcel Proust,
Franz Kafka, Robert Musil, William Faulkner, Andrei Platonov and Samuel Beckett.... They are
summits in the literary landscape of our century.... What's more, they don't lose an inch of their
status when compared to the giants of fiction from the previous century. -- Joseph BrodskyIn
Russia it is Platonov who is increasingly described as the best writer of the post-revolutionary
epoch. -- Victor Erofeyev, Times Literary SupplementPlatonov's little-known 1930s dramas give
us a chilling snapshot of times that echo our own in curious ways. . . . Working with fellow
translators, [Robert Chandler] has brought many of Platonov's works, which were censored
and suppressed during his lifetime, to Anglophone readers. -- Phoebe Taplin  � Russia Beyond
the HeadlinesThese vital plays are richly Russian and subversively anti-Stalin. Absurd, horror-
laden and even grim, they offer an incomparably vivid porthole into that dark era of Russian
history. -- Paul E. Richardson  � Russian LifeThe two main pieces in this collection, The Hurdy-
Gurdy and Fourteen Little Red Huts, are astonishing, tragi-comic passion plays, full of bizarre
imagery and black humour. . . . All in all, this is not only essential reading for fans of Platonov’s



prose, but a fascinating sourcebook for anyone with an interest in the culture and politics of the
Stalin era. -- Rose France  � Translation and LiteraturePlatonov’s tragedy Fourteen Little Red
Huts is the centerpiece of the volume. -- Clint Walker, University of Montana  � Slavic and East
European JournalEither as an individual or in collaboration with other translators, Chandler has
madeit possible for those who do not read Russian to become acquainted with works
farbeyond The Foundation Pit (Kotlovan), that mainstay of Russian literature classes. -- Kevin
Reese University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill  � Slavic Review --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorAndrei Platonov (1899–1951) was a Soviet writer of poetry,
short stories, novels, plays, and journalism.Robert Chandler has translated widely from
Russian. He is also the editor of Russian Short Stories from Pushkin to Buida (2006) and
coeditor of The Penguin Book of Russian Poetry (2015). --This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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ReadingINTRODUCTION1Andrei Platonov (1899–1951) wrote novels, short stories, plays, and
film scripts. He wrote mainly between the late 1920s and the mid-1940s, but he was subject to
vicious criticism throughout his career, and much of his work was first published only several
decades after his death. He has been acclaimed by many Russian writers and critics as the
greatest Russian prose writer of the twentieth century, but he has yet to enjoy the international
reputation that is his due—in part, perhaps, because his idiosyncratic style makes him difficult
to translate. He is also unusually difficult to categorize. His language is stunningly innovative,
yet he had little in common with most modernists. He was almost certainly an atheist, yet his
work is dense with religious symbolism and imbued with deep religious feeling. He was a
passionate supporter of the 1917 Revolution and remained sympathetic to the dream that gave
birth to it, yet few people have written more searingly of its disastrous consequences. And he
worked in many different genres. His early Chevengur is a long, picaresque, sometimes surreal
novel that deserves comparison with Don Quixote and Dead Souls. His late “The Return,” a
short story chosen in 1999 by Penelope Fitzgerald as one of her “three great Russian works of
the last millennium,” is a wise, tender, and entirely realistic evocation of family life, firmly
embedded in a particular historical moment. His versions of traditional Russian magic tales—
his last major publication—were republished in countless Soviet school textbooks, often
without acknowledgment of his authorship. And there are still aspects of his work that have
hardly been explored at all. His six film scripts are almost unknown; his eight finished and two
unfinished plays are still seldom staged, even in Russia. At least two of these plays, however,
are masterpieces. The Hurdy-Gurdy (1930) and Fourteen Little Red Huts (1933) anticipate the
work of Samuel Beckett and Eugene Ionesco. They are as bold in their political satire as Bertolt
Brecht at his most biting. And they are also important as documents of historical witness. Along



with the short novel The Foundation Pit, they constitute Platonov’s most impassioned, and
penetrating, response to Stalin’s assault on the Soviet peasantry—the catastrophes of the
collectivization of agriculture (1930) and the ensuing Terror Famine (1932–1933).2Platonov
was brought up on the outskirts of Voronezh, the main city of the Black Earth region. Born in
1899, he came of age with the Revolution, which he supported passionately. Between 1918
and 1921 he published numerous articles on political, philosophical, and scientific themes in
the local press as well as a collection of poems, The Blue Depth. In 1921, however, shocked by
the terrible drought and famine, he abandoned literature in order to work as a land reclamation
expert. “Being someone technically qualified,” he wrote, “I was unable to continue to engage in
contemplative work such as literature.”1 During the mid-1920s he supervised the digging of no
fewer than 763 ponds and 331 wells, as well as the draining of 2,400 acres of swamps and the
building of three small rural power stations.2 In late 1926 he returned to writing, though
continuing to work in other capacities. Between 1929 and 1932, along with other writers, he
was sent on a number of journeys through central and southern Russia.3 Unlike nearly all his
colleagues, he wrote honestly about what he saw.In August 1931, for example, Platonov was
asked to report on the progress of collectivization in the central Volga and North Caucasus
regions. The following entry from his notebooks is only one of many, all equally direct: “State
Farm no. 22, ‘The Swineherd.’ Building work—25% of the plan has been carried out. There are
no nails, iron, timber…milkmaids have been running away, men have been sent after them on
horseback, and the women have been forced to work. This has led to cases of suicide…Loss
of livestock—89–90%.”4 It is astonishing that Platonov dared to write such lines, even in a
private notebook, at a time when the official press was reporting only ever greater
success.These journeys served as the inspiration for a number of works about collectivization
and the Terror Famine. As well as The Foundation Pit and the short novels For Future Use and
Sea of Youth, these include two film scripts and the two full-length plays in the present volume.
None of these works was published in Platonov’s lifetime except For Future Use—which was
immediately, and fiercely, criticized by Stalin himself. To a reader unversed in Soviet history,
these works seem surreal. In reality, they contain barely an incident or passage of dialogue that
does not directly relate to some real event or publication from these years. Platonov’s focus is
not on some private dream world but on a political and historical reality so extraordinary as to
be barely credible.3The Soviet Union had adopted as its emblem the hammer, symbolizing the
workers, and the sickle, symbolizing the peasants. It claimed to be a Workers’ and Peasants’
State, and to this day many people continue to take this claim at face value, failing to recognize
the depth of the Bolsheviks’ hostility to the peasantry. Most Bolsheviks saw the peasants as
little better than the petty bourgeoisie; many probably felt much the same as Maxim Gorky,
whom Kornei Chukovsky records as saying on one occasion that the Russian peasant “is our
enemy, our enemy” and on another as saying, “You’ll pardon my saying so, but the peasant is
not yet human.”5 Gorky’s first sentence, at least, was accurate; the peasants’ whole way of life
was indeed a threat to the Bolshevik project of a strong, centrally planned state.In 1917, in
order to destabilize the Provisional Government, the Bolsheviks had encouraged the peasants
to rise against their landlords and appropriate their estates. After seizing power themselves,
the Bolsheviks found themselves having to reassert the power of central government. The
peasants resisted the Bolshevik policy of “grain requisitioning”—of forcibly confiscating grain
from the peasants in order to feed the cities—and peasant revolts continued on a massive
scale until as late as 1924. After a few years of uneasy truce, there was another grain
procurement crisis in 1927–1928. Ever more forcible measures were taken to compel the
peasants to surrender their grain at the extremely low price offered them by government



procurement agents. Collectivization and the Terror Famine were the last, most terrible battles
of a war that had lasted over a decade.The main tactic adopted by the Bolsheviks was the
promotion of class struggle in the village. Peasants were officially classified as poor peasants
(bednyaki), who had no property of their own, middle peasants (serednyaki), who owned
property but did not employ hired labor, and rich peasants, or kulaks (kulaki), who not only
owned property but also employed hired labor. Peasants opposed to collectivization but too
poor to be called kulaks were categorized as “subkulaks” or “kulak hirelings” (podkulachniki).
The kulaks were deported; since nearly all the middle peasants were opposed to
collectivization, they were labeled kulaks or subkulaks and deported en masse, along with the
kulaks; the poor peasants were allowed to join the collective farms. According to data from
Soviet archives, over 1,800,000 “kulaks” and family members were deported in 1930 and 1931;
it is likely that about a quarter of them died before reaching the “special settlements”—often
just patches of Siberian forest—that were their destination. The historian Lynne Viola has
written, “The liquidation of the kulak as a class—dekulakization for short…was Stalin’s first
great purge…an endeavor to remove undesirable elements and to decapitate traditional village
leadership and authority structures in order to break down village cohesion…and intimidate the
mass of the peasantry into compliance.”6Most Soviet writers of the time lived in the main cities,
and few witnessed any of this directly. Mikhail Sholokhov knew what was happening and
bravely protested to Stalin. A few writers—like Osip Mandelstam and Boris Pasternak—sensed
that something terrible was taking place and at least hinted at it in their work. Some writers—
like Alexander Tvardovsky—came from peasant families and knew what had happened but
chose, for the sake of self-preservation, to lie about it. Platonov and his friend Vasily Grossman
were the only two members of their generation to write truthfully and in depth about the fate of
the Soviet peasantry. Grossman was probably largely dependent on what he heard from others
(perhaps including Platonov himself), but the chapters about the peasantry in his short novel
Everything Flows are both accurate and heartbreakingly vivid. Much of Platonov’s account is
firsthand; no Soviet writer of his generation had a better understanding of the life of the
peasantry in the 1920s and early 1930s.4In 1921, faced by widespread opposition to the
Bolshevik regime and a near-total breakdown of the system of food distribution, Lenin had
instigated the somewhat more liberal New Economic Policy (NEP), which allowed some
measure of free trade. In 1928, wanting to reinstate central control of all aspects of economic
and political life, Stalin rescinded the NEP and implemented the first of the many Soviet Five-
Year Plans. This program of crash industrialization was accompanied by the promotion of the
“shock-worker movement,” to which Platonov repeatedly alludes throughout both The Hurdy-
Gurdy and Fourteen Little Red Huts. The term “shock worker” is one of many words and
phrases in these plays that now require explanation—not only to foreign readers but even to
younger Russians. It is the conventional translation of udarnik (literally, “one who strikes
blows”). From May 1929 this originally military term was used of exemplary workers who
overfulfilled their “norm” and so helped to accelerate the “tempo” (another key word of the time)
of production. The First All-Union Conference of Shock Workers was held in December 1929
and its battle cry was the slogan “Fulfill the Five-Year Plan in Four!”Stalin’s twin programs of
industrialization and collectivization were of incalculable importance; it is they that transformed
the Soviet Union into the militaristic state it would always remain. Nevertheless, they were not
the only aspects of life that required government intervention. Collectivization made it easier for
the central authorities to extract grain and other foodstuffs from the peasantry and deliver them
to the cities, but it was still necessary to supply the peasants with a modicum of essential
goods. Now that almost all private trade had been banned, it was necessary to set up some



kind of distribution system. This proved unexpectedly difficult, and for some time the system
was in a state of almost constant reorganization. The Hurdy-Gurdy provides us with a clear
picture of a particular “cooperative system”—a network of small stores, centered on a district
town, and with several thousand full members (paishchiki, or “dues payers”)—that existed
between August and December 1930. The density of realistic detail in the play is remarkable. In
the words of the Moscow scholar Natalya Duzhina, “The Hurdy-Gurdy could be called an
encyclopedia of the political and social life of the time when it was being written. It is a
distinctive photograph of a reality that was…changing with extraordinary speed. Imprinted in
the play are international events, internal Soviet political struggles, and phenomena unique to
Soviet life.”7The corruption and incompetence endemic to rural cooperatives were widely
recognized; cooperatives were often criticized in the provincial and national press and were a
safe target for satire; jokes about “cooperative matchsticks” that never caught fire seem to have
been particularly widespread. Duzhina has established, from a study of the various drafts of
The Hurdy-Gurdy, that Platonov began with the aim of writing a light comedy. Maxim Gorky had
encouraged Platonov to “try his hand at comedy” and had discussed his work with one of the
directors of the Moscow Art Theatre. In a letter to Platonov, Gorky had written, “Your language,
spoken by intelligent actors, would sound excellent onstage. Your sense of humor—your very
original, lyrical sense of humor—testifies to your ability to write a play…. As I see it, there is
some kinship in your psyche with Gogol.” When he began work on The Hurdy-Gurdy, Platonov
may well have hoped that the Moscow Art Theatre would agree to stage it.8The capacity to
respond to major social and political events both quickly and in depth has always been rare;
most artists need time to meditate a response. Platonov is an exception; many of his works
constitute an almost immediate response to events taking place while he was writing. This may
be particularly true of The Hurdy-Gurdy. The autumn of 1930—the time he was at work on the
play—saw not only the alleged discovery of a “counterrevolutionary organization” attempting to
sabotage Soviet food supplies but also a show trial (November 25–December 7, 1930) during
which a number of prominent Soviet economists and engineers were found guilty of forming an
anti-Soviet “Industrial Party” and having plotted, during the previous four years, to wreck Soviet
industry and transport. During the trial there were mass demonstrations by workers carrying
banners with such slogans as “Death to the Saboteurs” and “May the Saboteurs Be Shot.”
Platonov was an engineer himself and may well have spent more time with other engineers
than he did with other writers. He evidently understood not only the absurdity of these
accusations and appeals for vengeance but also the likelihood that more such trials would be
held. While he was working, The Hurdy-Gurdy’s original theme—the corruption and
incompetence of cooperatives—receded into the background; the theme of imaginary acts of
sabotage and show trials became central.The miniature show trial in the final scene is a tour
de force. Platonov deftly captures the bewildering mixture of absurdity and tragedy that
characterized such trials. Just as Nikolai Bukharin notoriously confessed to plotting against the
Soviet state eight years later, in the last of the Moscow Show Trials, so Platonov’s innocent and
idealistic Alyosha confesses to ludicrous acts of sabotage. The spectators, for their part,
respond in a variety of ways, though not one of them shows either common sense or
understanding:—Here within us rages a lofty hatred. And—above all—it rages within a
common breast!…—Oh, Papa, this is an impetuous welling up of intrigue and machination.—
And all the time, you know, absolutely all the time, even when I was having the abortion—all
the time I had a feeling that something at work wasn’t right…I even said this to the doctor
during the operation—I was surprised at myself!—Oh I love these moments of danger!…—Let
none of you, ever, trust yourselves!—Consider yourself a saboteur, for the sake of the work!—



Chastise yourselves on your days off!—More torment, more gnawings of conscience, more
anguish with regard to the class, comrades!Here Platonov anticipates not only the historical
reality of the 1930s but also much of the nonofficial Soviet literature of later decades—the work
of Daniil Kharms and Alexander Vvedensky in the 1930s and that of the Moscow
Conceptualists of the 1970s and 1980s.The Hurdy-Gurdy’s other climactic scene—the Evening
of the Experimental Trial of New Forms of Food—is more complex in its symbolism. Most
simply, it is a parody of the research into the potential of artificial foodstuffs then being carried
out in a number of new institutes in Moscow and Leningrad with such titles as the Higher
Institute of Nourishment; the difficulty of feeding the population was only too evident, and the
authorities were hoping that science could provide a solution. Less obviously, Platonov is
drawing attention to the danger that this new “diet” of conspiracy theories represented to the
Soviet people.9 When the guests are offered kasha made from locusts, Serena (a visiting
foreigner) says that if people eat “saboteur insects,” they will become saboteurs themselves.
Behind her words lies a then well-known quotation from Ludwig Feuerbach—“A man is what he
eats”10—and her assertion sounds all the more convincing because the Russian
vreditel’ (saboteur) is equally applicable to human saboteurs and to such creatures as mice
and locusts. Platonov is giving his country a warning; he is afraid that constant exposure to
newspaper articles and radio broadcasts about saboteurs will corrupt people.The evening is
also a black parody of the Last Supper—the supreme example of a “trial of new forms of food.”
Instead of the body and blood of Christ, the guests eat bird droppings, black earth cutlets, lard
from dead bones, and other “stuff that is cheap and eternal” (emphasis added). Platonov does,
incidentally, directly ask his audience—or readers—to search his texts for hidden meanings. In
a stage direction that appears to be addressed more to readers than to actors or directors, he
writes of the cooperative loudspeaker system, “The tube on the table repeats these same
words a few seconds later in an entirely different voice—one that is more muffled, with a
different expression and even a different meaning.” And in the story “Among Animals and
Plants” (1936) he tells us about a young railwayman who always read books “in all kinds of
interesting ways, taking pleasure in the lofty thoughts of others and his own supplementary
imagination…. He preferred to choose pages at random—now page 50, now page 214. And
although every book is interesting, reading this way makes it even better, and still more
interesting, because you have to imagine for yourself everything you have skipped, and you
have to compose anew passages that don’t make sense or are badly written, just as if you too
are an author, a member of the Soviet Union’s Union of Writers”11The play’s title—Sharmanka
—could also be translated as “barrel organ.” We chose to translate it as “hurdy-gurdy” because
this seemed more evocative. Originally the word “hurdy-gurdy” was used only of stringed
instruments sounded by turning a wheel, but it came to be used more loosely of any instrument
played by turning a handle, including a barrel organ. The Russian idiom “to turn the
sharmanka” means “to grind away at something,” “to keep harping on the same theme.” During
the the Evening of the Experimental Trial of New Forms of Food, the sharmanka is used to help
convey their new, propaganda-filled diet to the members of the cooperative. The word “hurdy-
gurdy,” with its thumping rhyme, conveys something of the appropriate monotony.Platonov’s
symbols, however, are always complex. Like the cooperative loudspeaker system, Platonov
elicits different meanings from the same thing. Left to itself, Alyosha’s hurdy-gurdy seems to
generate curiously old-fashioned tunes, some of them probably religious in origin. Shchoev and
Yevsei evidently find this a source of comfort. However dangerous the effects of propaganda,
the foundations of a people’s life are resistant to change.5A famine that struck the grain-
producing areas of European Russia and—still more severely—Ukraine and Kazakhstan,



reached a climax in the summer of 1933. Weather conditions may have played a part, but this
famine was, for the main part, a direct result of government policy. Collectivization—in effect,
the extermination of many of the most hardworking peasants and the enslavement of the rest—
had led to a huge drop in yields. The authorities, however, still needed to procure grain to feed
workers in the cities. More than that, they were determined to export grain in order to purchase
foreign equipment required for industrialization.Despite repeated protests from officials at a
local level, the central authorities maintained that the collapse in agricultural yields resulted
only from the obstinacy and dishonesty of the peasants—who they alleged to be hiding their
grain. Activists were sent out into the villages to search for nonexistent hidden stores. Like all
Soviet workers, these activists had to fulfill their quota—and so they seized every grain they
could find, even the seed corn for the following year. By the autumn of 1932, if not long before
then, a catastrophe was inevitable. During the first half of the following year about three to five
million peasants died in Ukraine (perhaps a fifth of the republic’s population) and about one
and a half million peasants in Kazakhstan (nearly 38 percent of the population)—and there
were serious food shortages throughout the entire Soviet Union.12It is this famine that
constitutes the central theme of Fourteen Little Red Huts, the only one of his ten plays that
Platonov himself termed a tragedy. When Platonov conceived the play, in 1931, he intended to
write a comedy, but by the summer of 1933, when he wrote both a complete draft and his final
version, his vision had darkened. In a marginal note to the draft of the fourth act he wrote,
“Develop famine throughout.”13 The play ends with a discussion of how best the members of
the kolkhoz might be able to catch fish. A small, recently constructed wattle “prison hut” is to
serve as a trap, and the bait will be either Futilla’s baby, who has starved to death, or Interhom,
the young foreign visitor who has just been murdered in this same hut. The last words of all are
spoken by Anton Endov, the most ideologically impeccable of the kolkhoz workers. He
collapses, jumps up to his full height to shout “Forward now!!!” and then collapses again.
Earlier in the act, another of the workers, Vershkov, has come out with the memorable line,
“No, what keeps me alive is consciousness. You can’t stay alive here from food, can you?”The
variety of tone—the shifts between tragedy and black, absurdist humor—may seem
bewildering. There seems, on first reading, to be little emotional connection between the
agonizingly painful last act and the lightly satirical first act about an encounter, in a Moscow
railway terminus, between two visiting foreigners and a group of Soviet writers. This split may
be part of the reason for the often repeated view that the play is “unstageable.” The
absoluteness of this split, however, is precisely what Platonov wants to emphasize. The Soviet
writers live in one world; the Soviet peasants live in another. Bos, the visiting foreign dignitary,
understands this; when he is told that two of the writers wish to be introduced to him, he
replies, “Yes, but be quick about it. I need reality, not literature.” The first act is Platonov’s
reproach to his colleagues for choosing—despite their lip service to realism—not to write about
reality.The real-life prototypes for the three writers are easily recognizable. Glutonov is modeled
on Alexei Tolstoy, a gifted but opportunistic figure, nicknamed the “Comrade Count” and famed
as a bon viveur. In the Russian original he is called Zhovov; since most names in the play have
a clear meaning—in this case, “Chewer”—we have chosen to re-create them rather than
simply to transliterate them. Alexei Tolstoy was on the organizing committee of the Union of
Soviet Writers, and in early 1933, when he was celebrating his fiftieth birthday, he had received
a great deal of favorable attention in the Soviet press. Like Glutonov, he had a large extended
family to support. This—Bos is informed—is why he keeps his mouth shut. His name may also
be intended to evoke the dialect word zhovka, which means “dummy.”A second writer, Latrinov
(Ubornyak in Russian—from ubornaya, meaning “toilet”) is modeled on Boris Pilnyak, with



whom Platonov had twice collaborated in the late 1920s. Pilnyak was subjected to fierce
criticism in 1929–1930, but in 1932 he reestablished his Soviet credentials—if only temporarily
—with the publication of The Volga Falls into the Caspian Sea; the title of one of Latrinov’s
books, Eternally Soviet, probably alludes to this attempt on Pilnyak’s part to win back his place
in the literary establishment. Pilnyak was a gifted writer, and he and Platonov have something
in common; it is possible that he represents Platonov’s alter ego—some fear on Platonov’s part
that he too might one day be terrified into capitulation. The third writer, Fushenko, is modeled
on Pyotr Pavlenko, a talentless and ultraorthodox writer who seems to have been a particular
enemy of Platonov’s. In February 1932 Pavlenko had chaired a Writers’ Union meeting that
was, in effect, a show trial of Platonov. He and Platonov, both born in 1899, continued to mock
and criticize each other till they both died in 1951; here Platonov has conflated Pavlenko’s
name with that of a nineteenth-century French police minister, Joseph Fouché.From 1929 there
had been a huge increase in the number of foreigners visiting the USSR. Among the reasons
for this were the need for foreign engineers at new industrial enterprises being established as a
part of the first Five-Year Plan and increasing foreign interest, on account of the economic
crisis in Europe and America, in the potential of a centrally planned economy. All this is
reflected in both The Hurdy-Gurdy and Fourteen Little Red Huts. Both plays feature a foreign
couple—a father and daughter in The Hurdy-Gurdy and an improbably ancient man with a
flighty young mistress in Fourteen Little Red Huts. In the later play, the ancient man—“Bos” in
English, “Khoz” in Russian—is a complex and enigmatic figure. Like his twin in the earlier play,
he bears a long list of names, taken from several languages; both old men are generic West
European figures. There is little doubt, however, that Bos embodies something of George
Bernard Shaw. Shaw had celebrated his seventy-fifth birthday in the Soviet Union in 1931 and
had asserted afterward that the world’s only hope lay in the success of Stalin’s Five-Year Plan.
He had ridiculed the idea that there might be famine in the Soviet Union, saying that he had
never dined so well or so sumptuously as during his travels there. Bos is, among other things, a
George Bernard Shaw who has chosen to discover the reality of the Terror Famine.6There are
two words, or groups of words, that function as leitmotifs in The Hurdy-Gurdy and Fourteen
Little Red Huts. One—which occurs three times in The Hurdy-Gurdy and fifteen times in
Fourteen Little Red Huts—is pustyak. This is usually translated as “trifle” but is here translated
as “piffle.” Platonov’s extreme emphasis on this word, which he places in the most unexpected
contexts, made it seem better to choose a word that draws attention to itself. In many respects
“piffle,” a colloquial, originally dialect, word works well. There is, however, one serious loss—
probably unavoidable. Pustyak belongs to an entire family of words—all of them important to
Platonov—that have to do with emptiness; pustoi means “empty,” pustota means “emptiness,”
and pustynya is the standard word for both “wilderness” and “desert.” “Piffle” lacks these
associations, and there is, of course, no equivalent family of words in English.The other
important leitmotif—still more problematic for a translator—is the word skuchno, most often
translated as “boring” or “dreary.” Among the word’s cognates are skuka (“boredom” or
“dreariness”) and the verb skuchat’ (to be bored), which is also commonly used to mean “to
miss” or “to long for” someone or something. Throughout the two plays Platonov plays on all
the different meanings of these words; as my colleague Maria Bloshteyn writes, “for Platonov’s
characters life is dreary, they are frequently bored, and they long for something better or
different.”14 This theme—of boredom and what it can drive people to—has deep roots in
Russian literature. One of Gogol’s most famous stories, “How Ivan Ivanovich Quarreled with
Ivan Nikiforovich,” concludes with a phrase that quickly became proverbial: “Yes, gentlemen, life
in this world is boring.” And the heroine of Nikolai Leskov’s Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk is driven



to commit a series of cold-blooded murders by what Leskov calls “that same Russian
boredom…a boredom so profound that, as people say, it makes even the thought of hanging
yourself seem like fun.”15 The theme of boredom is developed by Chekhov and many other
writers of Russia’s “Silver Age,” and it is important throughout Platonov’s work; the desperation
of his characters’ hopes and ambitions springs, above all, from an overwhelming need to
escape from a profound, unrelieved boredom, from their sense that “all is vanity.”The most
shocking occurrence of the word “boring” is in the very last lines of Fourteen Little Red Huts.
Numbed by all that has happened, Futilla can only say, “My baby isn’t breathing. Grandpa Bos
has left. Soon it’ll be evening—how boring it gets on my own…” The effect is complex. On the
face of it, these words are a heartrending understatement, yet their literary associations imbue
them with a depth of a different kind. Since such associations are not readily available in
English, I have compensated by introducing—in earlier passages of dialogue—such idioms as
“bored to tears” and the all-too-appropriate “bored to death”; my hope is that, by the end of the
play, “bored” and “boring” will have acquired the same depth of meaning in English as they
have in Russian.Linked to these themes of deathly boredom and emptiness is the theme of
orphanhood; nearly all Platonov’s most important works have central characters who are
orphans. Fourteen Little Red Huts is no exception; if no one in the play is explicitly referred to
as an orphan, this is simply because all of these Soviet peasants have been orphaned. Their
Mother—the Earth—has been taken away from them—and so has their God, their Father in
Heaven. In Chevengur, written around five years earlier, a recalcitrant peasant complains to
one of the Bolsheviks, “Very clever. You’ve given us the land, but you take away our every last
grain of wheat. Well I hope you choke on this land. All us peasants have got left of it is the
horizon. Who do you think you’re fooling?” Without earth and heaven, Platonov’s peasants do
indeed have nothing left to them but the horizon—a distant hope, an ever receding line of
distant light.In Fourteen Little Red Huts, Distant Light is the name of the kolkhoz fishing ship,
which has been stolen—along with all the kolkhoz sheep, grain, and children. The play ends as
Distant Light is about to be returned to the kolkhoz, but whether this represents any real hope
is doubtful. There are scholars who consider Platonov to have been a secret Christian—and
there is certainly no doubt that the play is dense with Christian symbolism, with references to
sheep and shepherds, to bread and fish, to enlightenment and salvation. Futilla, the young
chairman of the collective farm, is not only a shepherd but also a sacrificial lamb, offering her
own body—her milk, her lymph, her blood, her bones—as food for the starving people.
Nevertheless, her child is already dead, and many other adults and children have probably
died too. It seems almost certain that this distant light is a mere will-o’-the-wisp, that the hope it
represents is illusory.The Terror Famine resulted in at least seven million deaths. Platonov
wrote of it while it was happening; few writers after him have dared write about it at all.
Fourteen Little Red Huts is an extraordinary work. It is hard to distinguish between the real and
the surreal, and the tone shifts jarringly between farce and tragedy, between resigned
alienation and furious satire. These dislocations serve a purpose; they are probably the only
way to evoke catastrophes of this order without simply numbing the reader or listener.
Platonov’s courage, fierce wit, and devotion to truth are, in the end, inspiring. In the words of
John Berger, the poet, novelist, and critic who is one of Platonov’s most passionate admirers in
the English-speaking world, “His stories do not add to the grief being lived; they save
something.”167Platonov is an enigmatic writer, and the Soviet Union of the 1930s remains
hard to imagine; it is an alien world to us. This makes it all too tempting, when writing about
Platonov, to focus excessively on the historical background and to forget that, like all great art,
his stories and plays can speak to a reader who knows little or nothing about the author and



his times. Platonov’s deepest concerns were, in fact, always universal—philosophical and
psychological more than political.Other than orphanhood, the most important of Platonov’s
themes, central to all his mature work, are the loss of a child and the loss of a limb. All these
are, in effect, one and the same theme; for a family to lose one of its members is the same, in
Platonov’s understanding, as for an individual to suffer the loss of one of their limbs. And just
as an individual can become disconnected from their family, so mankind as a whole can
become disconnected from the greater family of Earth, Man, and Heaven.The general tone of
Platonov’s work between 1926 and 1935 is despairing. Chevengur (1927–1928) ends with
Sasha Dvanov drowning himself in the lake where, when Sasha was a small child, his father
had drowned himself. The Foundation Pit (1930) ends with the death of Nastya, the small child
who embodies the workers’ hope for a bright future. The heroine of the unfinished novel Happy
Moscow (1933–1936) loses one of her legs and proves incapable of sustaining a relationship
with any of her gifted suitors. In 1935, however, with the short novel Soul, something changes;
whereas Happy Moscow begins in hope and ends in despair, Soul begins in despair and ends
on a note of cautious hope; the remnants of the Dzhan nation come back together and the
hero, Chagataev, seems ready to enter into a deeper relationship with another human
being.Soul—and the journey to Central Asia that inspired the novel—evidently marked a
turning point in Platonov’s life. Everything that Platonov wrote after Soul can be read as a
search for healing, for a way to restore the integrity of the broken individual and the broken
family. This search, of course, proved difficult, and the answers only tentative; it was not until
1947, with the publication of “No Arms” (a free adaptation of a traditional magic tale), that
Platonov felt able to bring all aspects of his central themes—orphanhood, the loss of a limb,
the breakdown of a marriage—to an unambiguously optimistic conclusion. Nevertheless,
almost everything he wrote after Soul is gentler in tone, and more hopeful, than his earlier
work.We have chosen to conclude this volume with a short, unfinished work, written in 1938
but first published only in 2010, that needs no historical commentary and that perfectly
embodies this sense of timid hope. Dusya, an orphaned adolescent girl, befriends Mitya, a little
orphaned boy who has given her a drink of water. Both children have been betrayed by the
adults around them and they respond to this, albeit hesitantly, by deciding to take care of each
other. The fragment ends with Dusya and Mitya setting out at night toward the distant—or
possibly imaginary—light of what Mitya says is his grandmother’s hut.There is no indication as
to how Platonov meant to continue the play, or why he abandoned it. There is, however, a film
script—The Adopted Daughter—the first section of which incorporates much of the play. In the
course of the next few sections the orphaned girl trains as a railway engineer. The script ends
with Platonov returning to another of his most insistent themes: the prevention of a railway
accident. Through her courage, initiative, and decisiveness the girl turns what could have been
a disaster into a relatively minor accident; she herself is the only person to sustain serious
injury.Before this, when asked during her training, “By what means does a real engineer drive?”
the girl replies, “By means of the power of steam, multiplied by one’s soul!” This beautifully
encapsulates both the matter and the manner of late Platonov. Platonov never lost his belief in
technology—nor his belief in the power of the human soul.Robert Chandler, April 2016THE
HURDY-GURDYA Play in Three Acts, Six ScenesCHARACTERSIGNAT NIKANOROVICH
SHCHOEV, the director of a network of rural cooperatives in a remote districtYEVSEI, his
assistantPYOTR OPORNYKH, a procurement agent for the cooperativeKLOKOTOV, a
procurement agent for the cooperativeGODOVALOV, a representative of the cooperative’s
members, member of the cooperative’s supervisory committee YEVDOKIA, a newly
promoted member of the proletariat1FIRST FEMALE OFFICE WORKERFIRST MALE OFFICE



WORKERALYOSHA, a wandering cultural worker with music MIUD,2 an adolescent maiden,
Alyosha’s companion in their common workKUZMA, an iron man, Alyosha’s and Miud’s
sideshow EDUARD-VALKYRIYA-HANSEN STERVETSEN, a Danish professor and food
industry expert, in the USSR with the goal of acquiring its “shock-working soul” for western
Europe3SERENA, his daughter, a young girlA TALKING TUBE on SHCHOEV’s deskAN
AGENT OF A STATE COLLECTIVE FARMAN ALIEN PERSON FOUR AIR-CHEM
DEFENSE GIRLS4A FIREMANA POLICEMANA LOCAL POSTMANOTHERS: children’s faces
looking in the office window; two workers on a demolition crew; several office workers, men and
women; people from the cooperativized population; people standing in line outside the Park of
Culture and Leisure; two or three passing construction workers; workers in the shop by the
doors of the cooperativeACT 1Scene 1Outskirts of a district town. A road leading into distant
parts. An occasional wind stirs the trees to either side of it. On the left, amid the emptiness of
the horizon, stands a construction site. On the right can be seen a small town. Above the town
are flags. On the edge of the town stands a large barnlike dwelling with a flag above it. The flag
shows a cooperative handshake, which can be made out from a distance.5Wind. No sign of life.
The distant flags flutter. Above the earth—the sun and a vast summer day. At first, except for
the wind, everything is still. Then come sounds of moving iron. Some unknown iron heaviness
is moving along—very slowly indeed, judging by the sounds. A girlish voice wearily sings a
quiet song. The song and the iron approach together.A mechanical individual—an iron man, to
be referred to as KUZMA—appears onstage. KUZMA is a metal, wind-up construction in the
shape of someone short and stocky, self-importantly stepping forward and clanking his mouth
all the while, as if taking breaths. ALYOSHA—a young man in a straw hat, with the face of a
wanderer—leads KUZMA by the hand, rotating it on its axis like a wheel or a regulator. With
them appears MIUD—an adolescent girl. She speaks and carries herself with trust and clarity;
she has not known oppression. On his back ALYOSHA carries a hurdy-gurdy. The threesome
appear to be strolling musicians, with KUZMA as their special attraction.6 KUZMA suddenly
stops and clanks his jaw, as if wanting a drink. The group stand still amid an empty, radiant
world.7MIUD: Alyosha, I’ve gotten bored of living in the world.ALYOSHA: Never mind. Soon
there will be socialism—then everyone will rejoice.MIUD: Me too?ALYOSHA: Yes, you
too.MIUD: But what if my heart starts to ache for some reason?ALYOSHA: Doesn’t matter. It
will be cut out of you, to save it from torment. Pause. MIUD hums a tune without words.
ALYOSHA examines the space around him. MIUD (moving from a hum into song):Along the
merry path of laborShoeless we plod on our bare feet.We’re nearly there, not far to go;Our
happy home’s already built.Alyosha, I’ve been thinking—and it’s like this: my heart aches
because I’ve lost touch with the masses.ALYOSHA: You live unscientifically. That’s why
something’s always aching inside you—first one thing, then another. As soon as socialism sets
in, I will invent you all over again, from square one—and you will be the child of the whole
international proletariat. MIUD: All right. Because, you know, I was born under capitalism.
For two years I knew only suffering. (She turns to KUZMA, touching him with her hands. MIUD
always touches the people and objects with whom she enters into relationship.) Kuzma, tell me
something that’s smarter than smart! Kuzma chomps his human-looking jaws. ALYOSHA
adjusts some mechanism in KUZMA’s cuffs and holds his hand.MIUD: Come on,
Kuzma! KUZMA (in an indifferent wooden voice, in which can always be heard the grating of
cogs and wheels): Opportunist… MIUD (listening attentively): And what else?KUZMA:
Unscrupulous and grasping self-server…Un-principledness…Rightist-leftist element…
Backwardness…You need someone at your head!MIUD: And what else am I? Alyosha
manipulates something in KUZMA’s hand.KUZMA: You are a class wonder…You are a special



young sprout…You are the shock worker of the poor peasants’ joy. Already we… MIUD
(quickly): I know, I know. We have already stepped into the foundation, we already have both
feet inside it. (Moves about and does a little dance.)8 Wholly and entirely, we’re simply
something very special indeed! KUZMA: We, the advancing mass, now press on forward!
(Random, indecipherable sounds then issue from Kuzma.) MIUD (to KUZMA): I love you,
Kuzma! You, after all, are only poor iron! You look so important, but your heart is broken down,
and you were thought up by Alyosha! After all, you’re not really a proper being, only a middling
something! KUZMA is silent and doesn’t clank his mouth. A locomotive whistles in the
distance.ALYOSHA: Let’s go, Miud. Soon it will be evening. Gloom will descend on the earth,
and we need to eat and find somewhere to spend the night. MIUD: Alyosha, all my ideas
ache with hunger! (She touches her chest.) ALYOSHA (touches MIUD): Where?MIUD:
There, Alyosha, where I sometimes feel fine, and sometimes not.ALYOSHA: Sabotage on the
part of Nature, Miud.MIUD: Is Nature a Fascist?ALYOSHA: What did you think she
was? MIUD: I thought she must be a Fascist too. All of a sudden the sun goes out. Or the
rain—sometimes it drips, sometimes it doesn’t. Isn’t that right? We need a Bolshevik Nature,
the way spring was—isn’t that true? And what’s this (points toward the locality)? Nothing but a
den of subkulaks. There’s not the least principle of the Plan here! KUZMA growls
indistinctly. ALYOSHA regulates him, and he falls silent. Briefly, a locomotive whistles
nearby. ALYOSHA: Let this place shine for a little longer. (Looks around him.) Soon we’ll
liquidate it too, like a well-off ghost. We didn’t construct it, so why does it exist?MIUD: The
sooner, the better, Alyosha. Waiting is boring. The sound of people’s footsteps. KUZMA
(muttering): Failure to respond to activism.MIUD: What’s he saying? ALYOSHA: It’s his
remaining words—they’re stuck in his throat. (Regulates KUZMA on the back of his neck.)
Two or three construction workers walk up, carrying small chests, saws, and—in the hands of
the foremost—a flag.MIUD: And who are you? Shock workers, or not?FIRST WORKER: That’s
us, young lady. That’s who we are. MIUD: And we are cultural workers. Our kolkhoz reading
hut has sent us here.9OTHER WORKER: So you’re beggars, is that it? MIUD: Alyosha, he is
the idiotism of village life.10 KUZMA (first growls something, then speaks): Live quietly…
Sow hemp and castor-oil plants…11 (Drones on and falls silent: the rasping of an inner
mechanism is audible.)FIRST WORKER: Play us something, lad. Entrance us. ALYOSHA:
Just a minute (winds KUZMA up from behind). MIUD: Put a five-kopek piece in Kuzma
(shows them where to put it—in his mouth). It goes toward cultural work with uncollectivized
peasant households. You love peasant households, don’t you? One of the construction
workers puts a five-kopek piece in KUZMA’s mouth. KUZMA’s jaw begins to chew. ALYOSHA
takes KUZMA by the hand and sets up the hurdy-gurdy. KUZMA begins to grate out something
unintelligible. ALYOSHA begins to play an old-fashioned tune on the hurdy-gurdy. KUZMA sings
out more distinctly. MIUD (sings along with KUZMA):To the u-ni-ver-sal pro-le-ta-ri-an,To the
holder of power,Glory!To the sub-ku-lak hi-re-ling, to extremists, to eulogizers of the status
quo,To double-dealers and those without principles,To the right and the left deviationist, to
every dark force—Shame everlasting! KUZMA (after the song, to himself):…It’s warmer in a
hut than in socialism… OTHER WORKER (after hearing the song through): Sell us this
ironclad opportunist!ALYOSHA: This old Kuzya? What are you saying? We ourselves hold him
dear. Anyway, what do you want him for?OTHER WORKER: Well, for comfort. God, in his day,
got himself a devil. We’ll do the same. We’ll get ourselves a pet opportunist! FIRST
WORKER (to ALYOSHA): Here, mate, here’s a ruble for your invention. Get yourself something
to eat, or your head will grow weak.ALYOSHA: No thanks. But you should lower the fee you
charge for construction—then I’ll sense your ruble everywhere.MIUD: We don’t take money for



ourselves. We love our Soviet currency and we want it to be strong.KUZMA: R-r-reptile-h-h-
heroes…Live little by little. ALYOSHA (regulates KUZMA, and he falls silent):
Counterrevolutionary slogans of one kind or another are always storming within him. Either
he’s sick or he’s broken. MIUD (to the construction workers): All right, you lot, the Five-Year
Plan’s on the go. You get going too!FIRST WORKER: This is some young lady! Whoever could
have been her mama? OTHER WORKER (insightfully): Social stuff of some kind. The
construction workers walk away. Behind the wall—indefinite foreign sounds.MIUD: Let’s
go, Alyosha. I want something to fill me up. ALYOSHA (puts KUZMA in order): In a moment.
What is it with you, little toadlet? You’re always suffering. It’s time you got used to it.MIUD: All
right. I do like getting used to things, Alyosha. STERVETSEN and his daughter SERENA
appear.12 She is a young European, with a somewhat Mongolian face and an elegant revolver
at her hip. Both wear traveling coats and are carrying suitcases. They bow and greet
ALYOSHA, MIUD, and also KUZMA. In response KUZMA slowly offers his hand to
STERVETSEN and SERENA. The foreigners speak in Russian; the degree to which they
distort the language is up to the individual actors.STERVETSEN: Greetings, comrade
activists.SERENA: We want to be with you. We love your whole bitter fate! MIUD: Liar, we
don’t have fate here anymore. We have summer here now, the birds are singing, and what
we’ve got under construction here is quite something! (To ALYOSHA, in a different, peaceable
tone) Alyosha, what is she?ALYOSHA: One of the well-off, I guess.KUZMA: R-r-reptiles…
ALYOSHA restrains KUZMA. MIUD (to the foreigners): So, what are you? STERVETSEN:
We…are now a propertyless spirit, which has been dekulakized.13 SERENA: We were
reading, and transduced for us was…Papa, información?STERVETSEN: A terse conversing,
Seren.SERENA: A conversing, in which they said you have taken the bourgeoisie, and also the
half class, and even the stronger class, and sent them all tersely to hell.MIUD: She is good,
Alyosha. We sent them to hell, and that’s where they’ve come from—and she talks so
clearly.STERVETSEN: I was young, and I visited Russia long ago to exist. I lived here in the
nineteenth century in a factory that made little peppermint buns. Now I can see a town—but
back then only rare, occasional people were to be found here, and I wept among them on foot…
Yes, Seren!SERENA: What, Papa? Who are these people—the hired hands of the avant-
garde?MIUD: You’re a stupid little bourgeoise! We are the generation—that’s who we are!
STERVETSEN: They are a good and kind enterprise, Seren!ALYOSHA: And what do you need
here among our class?STERVETSEN: We need your celestial joy of terrestrial labor.ALYOSHA:
What kind of joy?STERVETSEN: Here you have a shock-working psyche. Enthusiasm is visibly
located on every citizen’s face.MIUD: And what business of yours is it if we’re joyful?
STERVETSEN: Here you have organized a state silence and over it stands…a tower of the
superstretched soul.MIUD: You mean the superstructure! You don’t even know what to call it—
we have surpassed you!STERVETSEN: The superstructure! The spirit of motion in the citizens’
heart of hearts. The warmth above the icy landscape of your poverty! The superstructure!!! We
want to purchase it here in your tsardom or swap it for our precise and sorrowful science. In
Europe we have a fair amount of the lower stuff, but the flame on the tower has gone out. The
wind cries straight into our bored heart—and above it stands no superstructure of inspiring
fervor…Our heart is no shock worker…It is…how do you say it?…it is a soft-spoken fly-by-
night…SERENA: Papa, tell them that I…KUZMA: Unscrupulous and grasping self-server! The
strength of an element. SERENA (looking at KUZMA): He knows everything, like a comrade
guide.MIUD: Our Kuzya? But he is an element under our guidance! STERVETSEN: Where
around here is it permitted to purchase the superstructure? (Points to the town) There? We will
give a lot of foreign currency. We will allocate you, maybe, a loan of diamonds, or ships of



Canadian wheat, our Danish cream, two aircraft carriers, the Mongolian beauty of ripened
women—we are ready to open our eternal safes to you…And you—just give us the gift of your
superstructure! What do you need it for? You have the base, after all—so you can live for the
time being on the foundation. KUZMA (growls threateningly): The cunning of the class
enemy…The Roman Catholic Pope… ALYOSHA (cutting KUZMA short): Aha. You want to
shut down our ashpan and our blower pipe. So we stop dead in our tracks! MIUD
(whispering to ALYOSHA): Fascists! Don’t sell our superstructure—we can climb up on it
ourselves!ALYOSHA: I won’t.SERENA: We were given an understanding of this question. They
have Party lines laid down for them. Buy Europe a Party guideline. They’re not ready to part
with their superstructure.STERVETSEN: Sell us a Party line! I’ll give you dollars!MIUD: All we
have is a single directive—and only a little one at that.SERENA: Buy this directive, Papa. You
can buy the superstructure of extremism later, somewhere far away.ALYOSHA: We don’t sell
our directives for Fascist money. MIUD (touches the revolver on SERENA’s hip): Give it to
me. We’re having a cultural revolution here—and you walk around with a pistol. Aren’t you
ashamed of yourself? SERENA (in bewilderment): Do you need it badly? MIUD: Of
course I do. After all, you’re not having a cultural revolution. You’re benighted, evil people, and
we have a right to your Nagant revolvers.14 SERENA: Take it (hands over the
revolver). MIUD: Thank you, girl (immediately kisses SERENA’s cheek). When someone
yields to us, we forgive them everything.15 SERENA: Papa, the Oonion Soviet is very nice.
(To ALYOSHA) Play us a fox-trot! ALYOSHA: No Soviet mechanism would dare.16
STERVETSEN and SERENA bow and exit.MIUD: But Alyosha, how will they purchase an idea,
when it’s inside our whole body? Having it extracted is going to be painful.ALYOSHA: Don’t
worry, Miud. I will sell them…Kuzma. He is, after all, an idea. And he’ll be the death of the
bourgeoisie.MIUD: I’ll be sorry to part with Kuzma.KUZMA: Backwardness…Live in fear of
capitalism…ALYOSHA: No need to miss him, Miud. We’ll order ourselves another. In any case,
Kuzma’s already fallen somewhat behind the masses. He winds up KUZMA. KUZMA
begins to step forward with a grinding sound from inside him, muttering something unintelligible
with his steel lips. All three exit. Offstage, no longer visible, they sing a few words of a song.
ALYOSHA and MIUD stop singing, but KUZMA, as he moves further away, continues to drone
on alone in his cast-iron voice: “Eh-eh-eh-eh…”Scene 2A government office—something
between a bathhouse, a beer joint, and a barrack. Smoke, noise, and a crush of office workers.
Two toilets, and two doors that open into them. The toilet doors open and close; employees of
various sexes are using the toilets. SHCHOEV is sitting behind an enormous desk. On the
desk is a trumpet-shaped megaphone that he uses to converse with the whole town and the
cooperatives: the town is not large and the megaphone can be heard throughout its
confines. SHCHOEV (to the whole office, which is seething with clerical production): Let me
think a minute. You there, cut out those stomach odors that are drifting over to me. (The toilet
doors stop opening and closing. A general silence. SHCHOEV falls into thought. His stomach
begins to growl; the growling gets louder. Then, quietly) The requirements of the distribution
system make me ache all over. (Strokes his stomach) The moment I fall into thought, my
stomach starts rumbling. That means all the elements are grieving within me…(Into the mass
of employees) Yevsei! YEVSEI (from somewhere out of sight): Right away, Ignat
Nikanorovich. I’ll just total up the cabbages and pickled cucumber—and then I’ll appear before
you. SHCHOEV: Add them up on the double, without leaving your post. I’ll iron out your
figures myself, later. Now answer in detail: what do we have today for the non-dues-paying
members of our cooperative?17 YEVSEI (still out of sight): Glue!SHCHOEV: Fine. And
tomorrow?YEVSEI: A first-grade reader, Ignat Nikanorovich.SHCHOEV: And yesterday?



YEVSEI: Fly-killing powder, Zverev’s system, a half package per person.SHCHOEV: Is it wise,
Yevsei, to be killing flies with powder? YEVSEI: Whyever not, Ignat Nikanorovich? After all,
we have yet to receive any Party line for the procurement of flies.18 And the salvage yard is
still refusing to accept insects.SHCHOEV: That’s not what I mean—don’t interrupt me when I’m
thinking…I’m asking, what about the pigeon birds or other flying ephemera? What are they
going to eat once you knock down all the flies? After all, things that fly are also food
products.YEVSEI: No flying ephemera are expected this year, Ignat Nikanorovich. The
cooperatives of the southern district intercepted and procured them ahead of us. This spring,
Ignat Nikanorovich, we are expecting an empty sky. And with no birds, the flies will run
wild.SHCHOEV: Ah well, leave it be, then. Let them stuff themselves with flying ephemera.
Telegraph the regional office for me and check whether Party lines are being stolen in our
district…Ten days without even one circular—it’s terrifying! I see no guiding line beneath my
feet. In the yard outside the office the hurdy-gurdy plays an old waltz. The office turns its
ears to the sound. So does SHCHOEV. YEVSEI (still unseen): How about a coin for the
musician, Ignat Nikanorovich? A cultural worker is, after all, a human being! SHCHOEV: I’ll
coin you a coin or two! You’re a fine one—squandering the money of others! Our financial plan
is unfulfilled—and here you go tossing our resources out the window! You go and get a
contribution for our zeppelin out of him—that’s what you should be doing now!19 YEVSEI
appears briefly, standing up from within the mass of employees, then goes away. The hurdy-
gurdy plays on without interruption. The TALKING TUBE on SHCHOEV’s desk begins to
whistle and hum. The hurdy-gurdy falls silent. SHCHOEV (into the TUBE): Alla!20 Who?
Speak up, it’s me—who else! These words, spoken into the TUBE, are then repeated,
three times as loud, somewhere beyond the office walls. The echo resounds in the surrounding
spaces, the emptiness of which is felt in the length and boredom of the repeatedly
reverberating sounds. All conversation via the TUBE is to be carried out in this manner; this
stage direction will not be repeated on every subsequent occasion. A DISTANT VOICE
(from outside the office): The little mushrooms, Ignat Nikanorovich, are beginning to go wormy.
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Lost John, “From light comedy, through biting satire, to tragedy. The three plays in this volume
(presented in the order in which Platonov wrote them) are The Hurdy-Gurdy (1930), Fourteen
Little Red Huts (1933) and Grandmother’s Little Hut (1938; unfinished). As I read them I
decided that a stage production of The Hurdy-Gurdy would be all but impossible, Fourteen
Little Red Huts difficult but just possible, and Grandmother’s Little Hut relatively
straightforward.Then, from his Afterword, I discovered that Robert Chandler himself directed a
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production, in Russian, of 14 C¤@C�ACÔKDP C„7C�CD„5C  (Fourteen Little Red Huts) at Queen Mary College
London, back in 2006. He knows of only three other productions; in Saratov in the late 1980’s,
Paris in 2000 and Voronezh in 2013. Casting the London production using the available
students presented challenges, but Chandler was happy with the outcome, also with a
chequered black and white stage covering inherited from an earlier production. Along with
white tee-shirts with black squares worn by the actors, the latter recalled Malevich’s Black
Square (1915) The phrase C�5C´KC• D�2CTB (white light, but idiomatically ‘the whole wide world’) occurs se
times in Platonov’s text; Chandler saw fit to add Dt5D�=C�O C�KC´L (black reality) at an appropriate point.It seems
the production had its high points; what a treat it would have been to see it.The Hurdy-Gurdy is
even more demanding in terms of staging, requiring many special effects. Perhaps a ‘made-for-
TV’ version would work, although it would then be difficult to communicate the historical
background to the audience, or scene-setting information drawn from Platonov’s stage
directions. A theatre program can convey such information well.For the reader of this volume,
Robert Chandler sets out the background admirably. The first two plays have several aspects in
common, not least that they are set at the time of farm collectivization, the removal from the
fertile areas of the ‘kulaks’ – the more prosperous peasants; prosperous, at least in part,
because they were the better farmers – and the famine that followed. Both plays introduce
foreign visitors, predisposed to be positive about the Soviet Union’s version of Socialism, but
confronted soon enough with ‘black reality’. Both plays move from light comedy through biting
satire to tragedy.It may be that Platonov ‘got away’ with the satire because much of it arises
from simple statement by ‘believing’ characters of slogans widely parroted at the time. This
from The Hurdy-Gurdy:SCHOEV: And who are you?ALYOSHA: We’re strolling
Bolsheviks.SCHOEV: And where are you strolling now?ALYOSHA (with profound sincerity):
We’re going by way of collective farms and construction sites – to socialism!SCHOEV: To
where?MIUD (childishly sincere): To socialism!SCHOEV (pensively): A fine, faraway
district.MIUD: Yes, that’s right, far away. But we’ll get there all the same.…SCHOEV (comes out
from behind his desk, toward people): Dear comrades, laborers, consumers, members,
pedestrian foot walkers and Bolsheviks – I love you all most remarkably!The elderly foreign
visitor in Fourteen Little Red Huts subsists on a diet of milk and chemical pills and powders.
This is presumably a response to the Stalinist doctrine ‘Science is bread’.A scarecrow in the
same play is made of clay, straw and bits of rag, and resembles ‘a stern man, one and a half
times life size. The right hand is raised in a gesture of vague threat’. This is evocative of the
multitude of Lenin statues erected throughout the Soviet Union (many of which still stand). Just
possibly, the scarecrow could have been a well-intended but wrong-headed peasant response
to the Lenin cult, but that is surely to stretch credibility to the limit.However, the words given by
Platonov to the elderly visitor, ‘I do like your USSR: contradictions all around and no clarity
within’, would surely have been exceedingly difficult to explain away.It is not hard to understand
why the play was never produced in Stalin’s time, nor that of any of his successors before
Gorbachev.Grandmother’s Little Hut tells of two children, Mitya and Dusya, both unwanted by
the adults to whom their care, such as it is, has fallen, who determine to set out together for a
perhaps ephemeral light in the distance that Mitya believes comes from his Grandmother’s little
hut. (Mitya and Dusya both live in town houses; the apparent nature of Grandmother’s dwelling
has its own significance.) Whether or not the pair will ever reach the hut, or find security there,
we can only speculate.The play was abandoned by Platonov, but later became the starting
point of a film script.The list at the end of this book of ‘Other works by Platonov available in
English’ consists in its entirety of books translated in whole or in part by Robert Chandler. That
is no vanity; the knowledge and experience of Platonov’s work now available to English



language readers is almost entirely down to Chandler and his various collaborators. The list
embraces two whole novels (The Foundation Pit and Happy Moscow), three chapters of a third
(Chevengur), generous helpings of short stories, and a collection of Russian folk tales re-told
by Platonov. To those are now added these three plays, and for that we can be grateful. [An
earlier Chandler translation of Fourteen Little Red Huts was included in The Portable Platonov
(Glas, 1999; now out of print). The translation has been revised for the present edition.]”

Earl, “Excellent Soviet era drama. This volume collects three of Andrei Platonov's plays and,
most importantly for most English speakers, a contextualization which places the works in their
historical and political period. While the plays are certainly able to be appreciated as general
social and political statements without the background the experience is considerably richer
with the history.My background is literature and not theater so I did not, on first reading, pay
attention to how easy or difficult they would be to stage. Because of that I read it much as one
would read a novel. It was the rereading with an eye toward staging, through my amateurish
eyes, when I saw both the difficulty in doing so but also the potential for making the plays
speak to contemporary times as well as the early 20th century in the Soviet Union. That said, I
also acknowledge that what I can picture in my head and what can be reasonably
accomplished on stage are likely very different.I would highly recommend this to students of
Soviet history or literature. For the history student this is a primary document that addresses
issues from how the peasants were treated to how art can sometimes circumvent authoritarian
rule. For general literature or drama fans I would also recommend this though I would suggest
reading it initially from the perspective of story and dialogue and not staging, then come back
to it as a work written to be staged.”

The book by Robert Chandler has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 4 people have provided feedback.
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